x0 Introduction
In this paper, we prove su cient conditions on pairs of weights (u; v) ( HS] gave a characterization of these weights by complex methods which has been generalized by CS1] and CS2] to the case of unequal weights. However these complex-analytic results give conditions which as stated by CS2] \are not susceptible of being veri ed in practice." What follows shall be all in the category of real analysis. Matrix results for equal weights have recently been given in TV]. For u and v scalar weights, a di erent su cient condition from ours was given in F]. More general conditions than ours for the scalar case have recently been given by TVZ] using very di erent methods which do not seem to generalize to the operator valued case.
We shall consider only (u; v) u ?(1+ ) ). Condition (c) is the boundedness of two weighted paraproducts. (In the operator case, part of condition (c) is also a seemingly slightly stronger assumption -an inequality that in the scalar case automatically follows. We point out that in the setting of TV], this inequality may be replaced by the reverse inequality to A 2 . I.e., the inequality: which in the scalar case simply follows from H older's inequality.) In the matricial case when u = v, conditions (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent to the classical Muckenhoupt A 2 condition.
Our theorem should be thought of as a sort of T(1) theorem (see D]) for two weights. In particular, condition (c) should be seen as the analogue of requiring that T(1) and T (1) are in BMO. In this way, our proof di ers from that of TV] in the case that the weights are equal. We use only the standard kernel properties of the Hilbert transform H, namely the decay of matrix coe cients H IJ when 3I \ 3J = ; and the general decay of Hh I .
Further, we prove our bounds using not the Senechkin-Vinogradov test (as in TV]) but rather the two fundamental lemmas of linear algebra:
Lemma 0.1 (Cotlar) . Let (X) with X a measure space and let K(x; y), its scalar-valued kernel be positive. Suppose there are postive functions w 1 (x) and w 2 (x) with Z w 1 (x)K(x; y)dx C 1 w 2 (y); and Z w 2 (y)K(x; y)dy C 2 w 1 (x):
A proof may be found in Da] . We state and prove a version in the operator case, (Lemma 3.1), which, while it is not deep, we have been unable to locate in the literature in this form.
Finally, we remark that the most important problem in the eld of weighted norm inequalities for the Hilbert transform is to nd the necessary and su cient condition when u = v in the case that H is not nite dimensional. It is conjectured that the condition is A 2 . We do not know whether all A 2 weights satisfy our su cient conditions, since the generalization of Gehring's theorem G] is unclear. Also unclear is the correct de nition for Carleson condition. We hope our paper inspires future work. Throughout this section, v shall be a weight -that is -a nonnegative L 1 loc function, and u I and b I shall be sequences indexed by intervals (all intervals in the remainder of this paper shall be dyadic). We shall concern ourselves with two kinds of operators ; is a Carleson sequence. By H older's inequality, it is certainly su cient that c I = hw;h I i w I; is a Carleson sequence provided that 0 < < 2+ . We do not necessarily get the result when = 2+ since weights not in A 1 do not necessarily satisy a reverse H older condition. The purpose of this section is just to discuss the generalizations of Jensen's inequality and Schur's lemma which we shall be using in the proof of the main theorem. and bound it by integrating rst in y. We do the analogous thing for the second integral.
Further we need to state the operator version of Jensen's inequality.
Lemma 2.2. Let A(x) be a positive operator valued function on a measure space X. Let d (x) be a measure on X with total measure 1. Let 1 p 1. Then
For 1 p 2, the only case in which we will use this, the result follows from HP] and from the monotonicity of the function f(t) = t r when 0 r 1, see ( KR] Here runs from 1 to 5. We now state our conditions on the pair (u; v) and derive a few easy consequences. There is of course an analogous inequality when the u's and v's are switched. In the case in which u and v are scalars, the inequality (3.5) (together with condition (b)) implies the inequality (3.3). We now give the proof of this implication. In the case where v and u are scalar, the de nition of c v I together with (3.5) implies that I2D j E I . We must bound L k L j , and it will be enough to consider only k j by symmetry considerations the case k j can be done using the half of hypothesis (a), (b), (c) that are not used in what follows. Also we should not worry about bounding L k l j because it can be seen that for the nonselfadjoint part of L it will give zero. and this is what we shall do.
The main point of the argument is as follows. By the de nition of H 3 , the Haar expansion of H 3 h I is the sum of all components hHh I ; h J ih J for J such that 3I \ 3J 6 = ; and jIj < jJj, denote that collection of intervals by Z 3 (I), for each I. The dyadic intervals J with respect to the property 3I \ 3J = ; which have jIj jJj and such that their parents J belongs to Z 3 (I) form a disjoint covering of (5I) c and we may de ne J I (x) for any point x in (5I) c to be the element of this covering containing x. For x 2 5I we de ne J I (x) to be the dyadic interval of length jIj containing x.
Then, by de nition, we have that (H 3 h I )(x) = m J I (x) Hh I :
Thus while Hh I has logarithmic singularities, the function H 3 h I does not. In fact, we have the precise size estimates which we shall use from now on: Let us state some facts that will be used often in the proof. For I 2 D j , J 2 D k , and j < k, We compute directly As before, we shall use that from condition (c), we have (3.5). We apply Lemma 3.1, letting (3.14)
A IJ = jJj which is the desired estimate for L 
